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For Rick Robinson, CutTime Productions 
is as much a concept as a producing 
entity. The Detroit-based nonprofit 
encompasses the CutTime Players, a 

mixed octet; the CutTime Simfonica, a string 
sextet; the Detroit arm of Classical Revolution, 
a national organization devoted to bringing 
chamber music to unconventional settings; 
and CutTime Players Publishing, featuring 
Robinson’s arrangements of classical music 
and his own music for small, adaptable 
ensembles. But all these endeavors have one 
thing in common: an aim to bring classical 
music to audiences that might otherwise 
have little exposure to it. 

“We’re taking the music off the pedestal 
of the concert hall and bringing it to where 
people live and relax,” Robinson says. His 
CutTime ensembles play in churches, schools, 
museums and libraries, while his Classical 
Revolution gigs take place in bars and clubs, 

where the musical bill of fare usually leans 
toward rock, jazz or rhythm-and-blues: “We 
don’t worry if they’re talking during our set. 
We find out people’s objections to classical 
music, and try to address them. If they say, ‘I 
can’t hear you guys’—you get a sound system.”

CutTime grew out of Robinson’s activities 
as a bassist in the Detroit Symphony Orchestra. 
He organized the CutTime Players as an 
outreach ensemble capable of playing 
Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du Soldat and Prokofiev’s 
Peter and the Wolf; soon he started adding 
his own arrangements to the playlist. His 
years at the DSO had their high points, like 
the 2006 premiere of his orchestral piece 
ESSAY (After Sibelius), and bad periods, like 
the bruising 2010–2011 musicians’ strike 
that sapped the orchestra’s morale and, 
eventually, its personnel list. In 2012, Robinson 
decided to pursue his entrepreneurial 
instincts in earnest. He resigned from the 

orchestra and started devoting himself 
exclusively to CutTime. 

Robinson was only the second African-
American to become a fulltime member of 
the DSO—a circumstance that made him 
acutely aware of the “cultural divide” 
between classical music and huge swaths of 
the population as a whole. “It seems like the 
major institutions don’t feel that they can 
be bothered reaching out to hipsters, to 
black audiences, to Latino audiences,” he 
says. “I want to jump right into that middle, 
because I’ve got my feet planted firmly on 
both banks.

“This music is about humanity’s legacy to 
itself,” Robinson says. “The copyrights have 
expired; it belongs to the world. I’m trying 
to show not just how the music spoke to 
people of its time and place, but transcended 
that, and became instrumental to all 
humanity.” ■  www.cuttime.com

Off the Pedestal

Listen to CutTime ensembles  
at www.chamber-music.org/extras
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